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Neurons and neural circuits can produce stereotyped and reliable output activity on the basis of
highly variable cellular, synaptic, and circuit properties. This is crucial for proper nervous system
function throughout an animal’s life in the face of growth, perturbations, and molecular turnover.
But how can reliable output arise from neurons and synapses whose parameter vary between
individuals in a population, and within an individual over time?
I will review how a combination of experimental and computational methods can be used to
examine how neuron and network function depends on the underlying parameters, such as
neuronal membrane conductances and synaptic strengths. Within the high-dimensional
parameter space of a neural system, the subset of parameter combinations that produce
biologically functional neuron or circuit activity is captured by the notion of a ‘solution space’. I will
describe solution space structures determined from electrophysiology data, ion channel
expression levels across populations of neurons and animals, and computational parameter
space explorations. A key finding centers on experimental and computational evidence for
parameter correlations that give structure to solution spaces. Computational modeling suggests
that such parameter correlations can be beneficial for constraining neuron and circuit properties to
functional regimes, while experimental results indicate that neural circuits may have evolved to
implement some of these beneficial parameter correlations at the cellular level.
Finally, I will review modeling work and experiments that seek to illuminate how neural systems
can homeostatically navigate their parameter spaces to stably remain within their solution space
and reliably produce functional output, or to return to their solution space after perturbations that
temporarily disrupt proper neuron or network function.
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